TRAVEL and HOTELS
INFORMATION

➢ Arrival in Košice, Slovakia
❖ By plane
Kosice International Airport (KSC) is locate about 10 km from the Kosice city center.
Direct flights to Kosice International Airport are available from Vienna International Airport (2 per day).
The flight takes about 1 hour.
Train and bus connection from International Airport Vienna is available as well.
❖ From the Kosice international airport to the city center
Bus no. 23 provides the connection of the Kosice international airport and city
center. The journey takes around 20 minutes. Schedules are available here:
https://imhd.sk/ke/route-line/23
Direction “Staničné námestie“ is the direction to the city, direction „Letisko“ is the
direction to the Kosice International Airpport.
Taxi is available at the airport. Airtaxi is an official airport partner. Transfer from
the airport to the city center costs 18 €. Contact information:
E-mail: airtaxi@air-taxi.sk
Tel.
+421 940 645 645
Web: http://www.air-taxi.sk/
Alternatively, you can call a taxi using applications e.g. Hopin, Bolt or others.

❖ By train
There is a main railway station in the city of Kosice located in the center of the city https://stanicakosice.sk/ . The railway stations has connection to the bus lines.

❖ By bus
There is a main bus station located right next to the main train station, in address Staničné námestie 9
in the city center.

❖ By car
Kosice can be approached via the motorway or road from all directions. There are parking charges in
the city center and parking machines accept standard bankcards.

➢ In the city:
❖ Public transport
Single tickets are sold in vending machines or newspaper kiosks.
Up-to-date information on public transport lines is available at https://imhd.sk/ke/public-transport
Tickets: https://imhd.sk/ke/doc/en/19744/Tickets

❖ Taxis
All standard taxis use a taximeter. Taxis can be hailed on the street or ordered by phone. If you want
to pay by bankcard, tell the driver in advance.
You can also use taxi applications in your mobile phones (e.g. Hopin, Bolt).

➢ Accommodation
We recommend using hotel web platforms to find suitable hotels according to your preference. We
also recommend you to stay in city center.

❖ Example of Hotels in the city center
Double Tree by Hilton
https://www.booking.com/hotel/sk/doubletree-byhilton.sk.html?aid=2188223;label=_6311a65873f51303431f7c4b;sid=b402a964885beb97ede79ae95
1c8bb21;atlas_src=sr_iw_btn;checkin=2022-10-18;checkout=2022-10-20;dest_id=843247;dest_type=city;dist=0;group_adults=1;group_children=0;highlighted_blocks=4352003_94262
843_2_2_0;no_rooms=1;room1=A;sb_price_type=total;type=total;ucfs=1&
Hotel Zlatý dukát
https://www.booking.com/hotel/sk/zlatydukat.sk.html?aid=2188223;label=_6311a65873f51303431f7c4b;sid=b402a964885beb97ede79ae95
1c8bb21;atlas_src=sr_iw_btn;checkin=2022-10-18;checkout=2022-10-20;dest_id=843247;dest_type=city;dist=0;group_adults=1;group_children=0;highlighted_blocks=17525801_2048
64788_1_9_0;no_rooms=1;room1=A;sb_price_type=total;type=total;ucfs=1&
Hotel Gloria Palace
https://www.booking.com/hotel/sk/gloriapalac.sk.html?aid=2188223;label=_6311a65873f51303431f7c4b;sid=b402a964885beb97ede79ae951
c8bb21;all_sr_blocks=17522702_265586194_0_1_0;checkin=2022-10-18;checkout=2022-1020;dest_id=843247;dest_type=city;dist=0;group_adults=1;group_children=0;hapos=8;highlighted_blocks=17522
702_265586194_0_1_0;hpos=8;matching_block_id=17522702_265586194_0_1_0;nflt=distance%3D
1000%3Bht_id%3D204;no_rooms=1;req_adults=1;req_children=0;room1=A;sb_price_type=total;sr_
order=distance_from_search;sr_pri_blocks=17522702_265586194_0_1_0__13100;srepoch=1662115
552;srpvid=17fc4b57854c0249;type=total;ucfs=1&#hotelTmpl
Congress Hotel Centrum
http://www.hotel-centrum.sk/?select_lang=3

Meals and refreshments
Refreshments: Available at the venue on both days.
Lunch: Lunch will be available on the second day of the event (20.10.2022).
Dinner: Dinner will be available on the first day of the event (19.10.2022).

Pandemic restrictions
Currently, there are no pandemic restrictions in place. No registration, test or vaccination is required
to cross the borders, participate to event or accommodation.

VENUE
Further information on venue and will be available soon.

Contacts
František Koločány, frantisek.kolocany@mirri.gov.sk
Nina Bratková, nina.bratkova@mirri.gov.sk
Ján Pangrác, jan.pangrac@mirri.gov.sk
Danube Strategy Point: office@eusdr-dsp.eu

